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 ORLANDO — The heated competition between   
Orlando Magic center Dwight Howard and Atlanta  
Hawks power forward Josh Smith, resuming  
Thursday in Game 2 of their Eastern Conference  
semifinal series (8 p.m., ESPN), goes back a long  
way. 

 
"I've known him since preschool. We grew up  
together" in Atlanta and entered the NBA together  
out of high school in 2004, Smith said.  

 
"Not a lot of muscles at that age. You see the  
pictures. You see the T-Mobile commercial when  
he's on his knee holding his basketball? He was  
skinny. Probably not until he got in the league that  
he really grew into all the muscles. He was always  

 physical, though. No matter how big he was he was  
always physical." 

 
Howard is 6-11, 265, two inches taller and 25  
pounds heavier than his friend. Smith was reminded  
of Howard's physical nature in the first quarter of  
Orlando's 114-71 rout to open the Eastern  
Conference semifinal series Tuesday. 

 
After Hawks backup center Jason Collins missed a  
shot in the lane, Howard pulled down the rebound.  
Smith appeared to grab Howard's right arm in the  
scramble. As Howard secured the ball with his arms  
high and elbows out, he turned and struck Smith in  
the face. 

 
It was Howard's first foul of the game, at 5 minutes,  
34 seconds of the first quarter. Smith fell hard. 

 
Howard, saddled by foul trouble in the first-round  
sweep of the Charlotte Bobcats, didn't show much  
emotion and walked off with teammates during the  
stoppage.  

 
"I caught the ball and turned around," Howard said.  
"He just ran into my elbow. Me and Josh are great  
friends." 

 
How close? They had a crush on the same girl in  
preschool. They played basketball together, when  
Howard was a point guard, and on the same AAU  
team as teenagers. 

 
Howard was drafted No. 1 overall by the Magic out  
of Southwest Atlanta Christian Academy, while Smith  
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The Hawks' Josh Smith, seen in the center during a regular 
season meeting with the Magic in March, says Dwight 
Howard, right, has been a physical player since the two 
were childhood friends. At left is Magic forward Matt 
Barnes. 
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 was taken 17th from Oak Hill Academy (Mouth of  
Wilson, Va.). 

 
There were no limits to their competition.  

 
"We always wanted to see who was the tallest," said  
Howard, 24, younger by three days. "We always  
competed for everything: who would eat their bowl  
of cereal the fastest, who would go to sleep the  
fastest. Just (stupid) stuff." 

 
During AAU play, the games became more physical. 

 
"We all used to play hide-and-go-seek," Howard  
said. "We stayed at the big hotels. The whole team  
would split up into two teams. If you got caught,  
you got beat up." 

 
Smith laughed hard at Howard's recollections. "He  
said that? Some of that's true." 

 
When pressed for particulars, Smith admitted: "Pretty  
much all of it." 

 
Smith was the only Hawks starter to shoot at least  
50% in Game 1, which the Magic led by as many as  
46 points. He had 14 points in 23 minutes. Howard  
had 21 points, 12 rebounds and five blocks in 29  
minutes.  

 
Regardless of the outcome, or if Howard wins the  
wrestling match inside that Smith said he once  
dominated, friendship comes before basketball. 

 
"We never really talked about basketball when we got  
around each other then," Smith said. "And we don't  
do it now." 
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